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Coronavirus: Short-term impacts will vary by sector
Impact on economy:

strictions with the UK government requiring citizens avoid all unnecessary
Our 2020 UK economic forecasts travel, holidays and business trips.
have been downgraded as a result Some hotels are hosting NHS workers
of the pandemic and short-term for free due to excess capacity.
GDP contraction. A rebound in
activity is anticipated in the second Sectoral impacts may persist beyond
half of the year, but risks are the immediate lockdown period. Easing of restrictions will only occur gradskewed to the downside.
ually and thus demand for overnight
Current conditions have driven a sig- accommodation may remain weak.
nificant monetary and fiscal policy
response which is likely to provide Office sector:
short-term support for the UK econThis sector is likely to be resilient in the
omy.
short-term as most office employees
Our base case economic scenario can work remotely. Mass tenant failis that the most likely outcome is a ures are unlikely under our base case
scenario, although isolated business
U-shaped recovery.
failures will occur. Small and medium
sized enterprises and flexible office
Impact on real estate:
providers are particularly exposed to
There is potential for outward yield a short-term fall in demand. So far
movement in UK real estate in the pricing for well located, good quality
first half of the year due to lower in- offices has held up well.
vestment activity. The scope for rising
yields over the remainder of the year Rising demand for more flexible arshould be somewhat constrained by rangements could expose vulnerabilinvestor demand for income and the ities in some IT infrastructures which
attraction of real estate’s relative pric- may lead to greater investment into
ing over gilts in a lower interest rate digital connectivity. This will hasten
the long-term shift towards flexible
environment.
working and the related office space
Short-term rental growth forecasts transformation, once the virus is conhave been revised downwards given tained.
expectations for weaker economic
growth. Income risk has risen due to Retail sector:
the likelihood of increased tenant failures, delayed occupier decision mak- This sector is heavily impacted by
ing, rent deferrals and lease flexibility the forced closure of most shops in
the UK and supply chain disruption.
demands.
These issues compound the existing
Security of income will be challenged challenges facing the retail sector and
and we expect cashflow disruption. it is expected that value loss this year
Consequently, investors are likely to will be substantial. Once more normal
become increasingly forensic when it conditions resume, retailers and retail
comes to tenant credit risk with the units aligned to structural change
most secure investments appreciating should see demand return.
in price. Income risk will be penalised
in investor pricing and subsequent Current events are likely to drive
further increases in online retail penvaluations.
etration as households seek to avoid
public spaces and many physical
Hotel sector:
shops are closed. This will increase
This sector is vulnerable to current re- obsolescence in the retail sector but
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drive further demand for logistics.

Industrial sector:
Industrial may be vulnerable in the
short-term given supply chain disruption. This will have negative financial
impacts for some occupiers, causing
rent arrears and an increased default
rate. Some logistics operators will
benefit from the rising need to transport essential products and higher
online spend.
The pandemic has shown the weakness of global supply chains and justin-time delivery models. Occupiers
may reassess these models in the
medium-term, driving demand for
increased storage space or a shift
towards the reshoring of some manufacturing.

Living sector:
Rental models like Build to Rent (BTR)
and social housing are expected to
be resilient. In the short-term greater
vacancy and lower rent collection may
occur, but long-term prospects are
sound. There remains a shortfall of
housing stock which will be exacerbated by current conditions if developers
adopt a more risk-off approach. Lack
of supply coupled with a growing demand from households for flexibility
should aid the sector.
Student accommodation is now a
reasonably sized segment of the UK
market. There are headwinds facing
this sector with disruption to rental
income and uncertainty regarding the
next academic year.
The aged care sector may experience
more pressure in the short-term.
Income is often government backed
but many operators were already
under major financial pressure before
the pandemic. Higher care demands
brought about by the pandemic will
strain resources further. The longterm demographic case for this sector
is still strong.
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Debt markets:

Mayfair Capital business outlook:

Despite record low interest rates,
concern over company solvency and
occupational demand is expected to
cause a tighter lending environment.
Debt for real estate development will
be particularly challenging. Investors
and developers seeking short-term
refinancing may also be under pressure which may require asset sales.

UK real estate will see short-term adverse impacts as a result of the pandemic and its economic fall-out. We
expect weaker rental growth, more
tenant failures and some yield softening. Impacts will vary by sector.

Income risk has risen and rental concessions are being sought across the
market. As a result, we expect distriDebt availability will exacerbate po- bution yields on our funds to fall this
larisation between sectors and prime year.
and secondary assets. Lenders remain
active in the prime office and indus- In the longer-term, real estate detrial sectors, but most will no longer mand should remain robust as the
lend on retail or assets with income or economy follows a U-shaped recovery
path. The pandemic will accelerate
capex risk.
many of the structural changes that

were already altering the nature of
occupier demand. This will support
demand for well located, well specified real estate sought by the modern
occupiers aligned to these changes. A
risk-off approach by developers and
investors after the pandemic will only
exacerbate the undersupply of this
type of space.
Mayfair Capital employs a thematic
investment approach, focusing on
good quality real estate suitable for
modern occupiers. This should ensure our portfolios are resilient. In
the immediate future our hands-on
management approach and our close
communication with tenants will help
to mitigate downside income risk.
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